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Abstract

Developmental immunotoxicity (DIT) has emerged as a serious health consideration given the increases in the prevalence of many immune-based childhood diseases and conditions, including allergic diseases and asthma, recurrent otitis media, pediatric celiac disease, and type 1 diabetes. As a result, the use of DIT testing to identify potential environmental risk factors contributing to these and other diseases has become a higher priority. This introductory chapter considers: (1) the basis for an increased and earlier use of DIT testing in safety evaluations and (2) the general features of DIT testing strategies designed to reduce health risks.
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1. Introduction

Developmental immunotoxicity (DIT) testing is a significant consideration under the larger umbrella of immunotoxicity testing covered in this book. DIT received only occasional research consideration before the mid-1990s (1–3). However, it has grown sufficiently in scope and impact to be the subject of a stand-alone book by Holladay (4) and has been an integral part of virtually every book on immunotoxicology to appear since that time (5–10).

Luster et al. (10) recently defined developmental immunotoxicology as “the effects on the immune system resulting from pre- and/or postnatal exposure to physical factors (e.g., ionizing and ultraviolet radiation), chemicals (including drugs), biological materials, medical devices, and in certain instances, physiological factors, collectively referred to as agents.” DIT increases the risk
of autoimmunity, allergic hypersensitivity, susceptibility to infectious diseases and cancer, and inflammatory diseases in humans as well as in wildlife. The increased risk exists because the immune system is central not only to host defense but also to physiological homeostasis. Since environmentally induced immune dysfunction encompasses both suppression and inappropriate enhancement of immune responses, DIT testing should be capable of detecting both types of changes.

This introductory chapter on DIT considers three key topics that significantly impact DIT testing. These are: (1) the “why” of DIT testing or the scientific basis for early-life vulnerability that has led DIT testing to become a central issue within safety testing, (2) the “when” of DIT testing or the circumstances that would be expected to result in DIT testing, and (3) the “how” of DIT testing or the key considerations that can guide an effective testing strategy for health-risk reduction.

2. The “Why” of DIT Testing

Epidemiological studies and animal studies have consistently demonstrated the adverse effects of exogenous agents on the developing immune system that last longer or that occur at lower doses than effects of the same agents on adults. Therefore, assessing immunotoxicity in adult animals may not adequately reflect the severity or the persistence of the adverse effects following developmental exposure. From a risk assessment perspective, if early-life exposure to toxicants poses the greatest environmental risk for the immune system, then it poses the greatest effect on human health (11).

Epidemiological studies of humans environmentally exposed to exogenous agents provide concrete examples of how developmental exposure to toxicants alters immunocompetence and subsequent susceptibility to infections (12–17). Populations in Canada, China, the Netherlands, and Japan accidentally exposed to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and their associated breakdown products are well-documented examples of DIT. In each of these populations, rates of recurrent otitis media (inflammation of the inner ear), recurrent respiratory infections, and other types of immune dysfunction were higher in developmentally exposed children than in matched controls. Myriad animal studies with PCBs and other chlorinated compounds corroborate these epidemiological data that developmental exposure increases the risk of infections later in life.

Numerous other exogenous agents have been implicated as developmental immunotoxicants in animal models, exposed human populations, or both. These include therapeutic agents
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(diazepam, diethylstilbestrol, and dexamethasone), additional environmental chemicals such as pesticides (chlor dane, heptachlor, and hexa-chlorobenzene), and metals (lead, mercury, and organotin compounds). Luebke et al. (18) compared the immunotoxicity of five different compounds (diethylstilbestrol, diazepam, lead, TCDD, and tributyltin oxide) following adult or developmental exposure and concluded that until information to the contrary is available, the developing immune system is more sensitive to toxicant exposure than the adult immune system. One important consideration is that the timing of exposure determines the immuno-toxicological outcome, which means that DIT produces a myriad of effects. For example, if lead exposure occurs throughout gestation, the juvenile and adult delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) response (a functional measure of cell-mediated immunity) is decreased; if exposure is restricted to the first half of gestation, macrophage function is impaired but later-life DTH response is unaffected (19). Therefore, the evaluation of DIT requires: (1) the understanding of immune system development, (2) the utilization of relevant age-based exposure regimes, and (3) the selection of appropriate immunological outcomes for assessment. These considerations are discussed in the subsequent section.

3. The “When” of DIT Testing

As discussed in the prior section, the developing immune system is generally accepted as a more sensitive toxicological target compared with the immune system of an adult. In fact, even the nature of adverse immune outcomes resulting from early-life exposures is not reliably predictable, based on adult-exposure immunotoxicity results (11). This disconnection between adult-exposure immunotoxicity data and early-life immunotoxic risk raises two key questions in immunotoxicity testing: (1) Are age-relevant immunotoxicity data needed to ensure adequate protection of the nonadult from exposure to a chemical or drug? and (2) When should DIT studies be conducted in safety testing?

In recent years, there has been an increased concern over the protection of children’s health that has been reflected in new government and international agency-sponsored activities (20–25). Not surprisingly, this has extended to an increased interest in DIT. Since many of the significant chronic diseases of childhood feature immune dysfunction (26), this increased interest appears warranted.

A comparison of DIT publications from the years 1982–1994 vs. 1996–2008 makes it clear that the number of DIT studies, workshops, conference symposia, and reviews has
Fig. 2.1. The flow diagrams on the left half of the figure illustrate the placement of DIT safety testing for chemicals and drugs based on recent regulatory expectations. In contrast, the flow chart on the right half of the figure illustrates a potential placement of DIT testing driven by its potential for disease risk reduction.
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increased significantly in recent years (10, 11, 18, 26–36). As a result, more information is now available on age-based immune safety for selected chemicals and drugs. However, this increase appears to be largely a result of increased government- and industry-funded research into DIT as well as recent National Toxicology Program (NTP) contracts for early-life exposure studies. In contrast, regulatory expectations for DIT testing have remained relatively unchanged across the years with limited exceptions (e.g., pesticide safety).

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, current immunotoxicity testing of drugs and chemicals expected by regulatory agencies is focused on adult-exposure assessment. Additionally, the collection of specific immune data from adult exposures is often predicated on a “cause for concern” triggered by initial, more general data. DIT exposure assessment is not routinely expected and would usually be triggered only by evidence of clear immunotoxicity from the adult-exposure data. The problem with this priority of testing is that adverse immune outcomes from an insensitive toxicological response system (the fully matured adult immune system) are used as a prerequisite for pursuing DIT testing.

The strategy of evaluating risk to the developing immune system only if and when the fully matured immune system (i.e., the adult trigger) is altered should produce two types of errors. The first is essentially a quantitative error. In this case, the adult-exposure immunotoxicity data would not provide an indication of the dose–response sensitivity, persistence of adverse effects, or range of adverse effects that the same chemical or drug might produce with early-life exposure (11, 18). If direct DIT testing is pursued, this information is then available. But in the absence of additional DIT testing, addition of safety factors may be applied to reduce age-based risk for some immunotoxicants. Because age-based sensitivities vary widely (18), these may or may not be sufficient.

The second type of error is more qualitative and of greater concern. If a chemical or drug is not identified as an immunotoxicant (based on adult-exposure results), then it may never be tested for DIT. Yet, the chemical or drug may be capable of producing an adverse immunotoxic outcome in early life at relevant exposures. While it is not clear if examples of this second type of error do exist, it is also likely that adult-defined “non-immunotoxicants” will never be tested for early-life risk of facilitating allergy, autoimmunity, or targeted immunosuppression. Therefore, the data may not exist to address the likelihood of overlooking developmental immunotoxicants.

One advantage of using DIT testing earlier in the safety testing regime (shown in Fig. 2.1) is the benefit of having evaluated the most sensitive age-group for potential immunotoxicity. A negative finding in a comprehensive DIT assessment should
provide safety information that extends to the adult immune system as well. However, the reverse is not true in that negative adult immune exposure results provide little assurance for early-life immune safety.

4. The “How” of DIT Testing

The specific protocols described in the assay-specific chapters within this book are directly relevant not only to adult-exposure assessment but also to DIT testing. Therefore, they should be considered as having direct relevance across age groups. Hence, there is no need to repeat details of these same assays in this background chapter on DIT. Most of the scientific discussions surrounding the use of specific assays and immune parameters in DIT testing concern: (1) the most informative version of each assay to use, (2) the optimum (or minimum) combination of assays needed for an informative DIT assessment, and (3) the timing of applying these assays in DIT assessment.

There is general agreement that a routine screen of DIT would normally include exposure to the environmental agent over the entire developmental period of the nonadult (prenatal, neonatal, juvenile) with immune assessment occurring during the juvenile and/or young adult periods (8). More restricted or specialized exposure regimes could be applied as needed to address specific age-based concerns or the most relevant human exposure (e.g., proposed use of a drug in the pediatric population). DIT assessment should be performed on a challenged immune system (immunized or exposed to an infectious agent) to provide the opportunity to detect potential immune dysfunction (32). Beyond those basic suggestions, the optimum combination of assays and parameters to be employed in the assessment is the subject of considerable discussion. However, given that DIT testing is unlikely to be structured into a multiple tier approach, as are some adult immunotoxicity testing regimes, the probable one-time assessment needs to include a sufficient range of immune measures to address health concerns.

Like adult-exposure immunotoxicity assessment, DIT testing is designed to identify potentially problematic exposures and to reduce immune-associated health risks. To accomplish the latter, it is useful to identify target diseases that could be impacted by a reduction of childhood and adult adverse immune outcomes and would serve as the justification for DIT testing. Dietert (26) started with eight of the most significant diseases or conditions of children and young adults having environmental risk factors and featuring immune dysfunction. Most of these diseases are chronic in nature, have increased in prevalence in recent decades and
include: allergies (including asthma), autism, childhood leukemia, late-onset sepsis, multiple sclerosis, otitis media, pediatric myalgic encephalomyelitis, and type 1 diabetes. A reverse engineering approach was taken toward the goal of optimizing DIT testing for human health-risk reduction. The author asked how one might identify the earliest signs of the immune problems found with the eight childhood diseases and then progressed backwards to the immune parameters that were most useful for this identification. The results from this exercise led to a series of generalized priorities that may prove helpful in guiding effective DIT testing.

These are presented here as a series of nine questions that should be useful in a consideration of specific DIT testing regimes and the desired combination of immune parameters to be included in DIT assessments.

1. Was the immune system adequately challenged to permit detection of immune dysfunction, including those parameters prominent during the secondary immune responses?

2. Did the measures permit a sensitive detection of changes in T helper (Th) balance (Th1, Th2, Th17)?

3. Was there an adequate assessment of cell-mediated immunity?

4. Was the potential risk of autoimmunity determined (involving changes in T regulatory cells and/or T cell receptor diversity)?

5. Was innate immune maturation adequately evaluated?

6. Was the status of marginal zone B lymphocytes and the potential responsiveness to T-independent antigens determined?

7. Was the status of resident macrophage populations such as microglia evaluated?

8. Did the assessment parameters evaluate immune cell recruitment and trafficking?

9. Was mucosal immune status determined [including the status of the bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue (BALT) and the gastrointestinal-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT)]?

5. Summary

Numerous immunotoxicity testing protocols are detailed in the subsequent chapters of this book and virtually all of these are directly applicable to use in DIT testing. A broader issue concerns the conditions under which these protocols would be applied to DIT testing within a safety testing regime. In the past, DIT testing has been a relatively rare regulatory requirement. However,
the increasing prevalence of immune-based childhood diseases coupled with the uncertainties inherent in applying adult-exposure immunotoxicity data to predict early-life health risks should increase the role of DIT testing in safety evaluation. With this in mind, it is important that DIT testing designs optimize detection of those adverse immune outcomes that contribute to the most significant health risks of the at-risk population (prenatal, neonatal, juvenile). This introductory chapter has provided disease-pertinent immune information that should prove useful in designing DIT testing strategies.
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